
COLLECTIVE LIBERTY’S MISSION
At Collective Liberty, our purpose extends beyond the justice system. While our
innovative technologies produce efficient insights needed by law enforcement and
other agencies to prosecute human traffickers, they also help protect and liberate
survivors. Combined with legislative efforts to create systemic change through
public policy, it is our mission to effectively end all forms of human trafficking
and ensure survivors have access to necessary resources.

One of the most commonly exploited vulnerabilities that traffickers prey on is
the desire for a better life. Every single person trapped in a trafficking situation
is denied the right to freely and fairly choose the type of work they want to do and
to profit from their own work. Collective Liberty’s projects target key states that
are estimated to have the highest amount of human trafficking. We end
traffickers’ ability to profit from their victims and leverage systems like banking,
hospitality, and transportation to hide in plain sight. We create networks of
culturally appropriate trauma-informed service providers to restore choice and
safety to survivors. Rather than serve dozens of victims with a single shelter we
are permanently changing the future for thousands.

COLLECTIVE LIBERTY’S SOLUTION
Our team of current and former law enforcement, survivors, and social service
providers are able to operate as insiders within the systems we help change, and
often be met with open doors and arms where other agencies can't get past
the introductions.
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When investigators are trained to find and prosecute prostitution, and then
tasked with reframing their entire lens and approach without guidance, it can be
difficult not to fall back on what they know - prostitution, not human trafficking. 
This very often manifests in human trafficking victims being seen as prostitutes, and arrested instead of helped.

Our methods help diffuse that confusion and lead to more positive outcomes with law enforcement, as well 
as fewer negative outcomes. Our training and technical assistance are the national standard and have 
created lasting impact in diverse jurisdictions resulting in closure of over 1,200 commercial front brothels, 
and ensuring over 400 victims were connected to culturally appropriate services instead of arrested. Our 
intelligence analysis has supported the arrest of over 1,100 traffickers and 1,500 sex buyers. 

We transform the current dynamic of uncoordinated reactive methods by combining and analyzing new and 
previously disparate datasets using subject matter expertise and AI technology to proactively identify previously 
unknown networks of human trafficking (HT). Our focus is to disrupt their ability to traffic humans and launder 
the proceeds, and to give enforcement agencies the tools and technology necessary to fight back.

Collective Liberty training was the most useful training
I have ever had in 22 years of law enforcement.

Law Enforcement Officer's written Austin post-training evaluation comment



Your intel packets help build connections across data points.
I have worked with fusion centers for years and they just send data.

Collaborating with you helps me work more cases at once.

HOW WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE
We have the right partners with the right data and the right technology solutions. We started with data around
illicit massage businesses as they have a visible digital footprint from recruiting workers using fraud, to
advertising their businesses and criminal activity, to their corporate filings and fraudulent tax, insurance, banking,
and mail behavior. This level of visibility led to actionable results quickly, and has helped inform the data
collection and intelligence analysis process as we branch out into building actionable intelligence around the
other 25 types of human trafficking. We are now working on automating and scaling that
process to scale our impact.

We elevate the best practices being done around the country so that partners are able to learn from each other
and build on, and improve, real cases. To complement the work of our partners, and to fill existing gaps in the
system, Collective Liberty provides:

We work directly with survivors of human trafficking to ensure our products are trauma-informed. We collaborate
with national and international subject matter experts in criminal justice, legislation, civil enforcement, and social
service provision to promote cutting edge best practices. We provide intelligence support to hundreds of
investigators who have attended our trainings.

Actionable data and intel using 21st century data science and AI, as well
as cultural insights and nuance.

Action-oriented training and technical assistance resources designed to
provide relatively easy solutions to change how jurisdictions spot, respond
to, and prevent trafficking.

Creating and connecting holistic networks of law enforcement, direct
service providers, survivor leaders, policymakers and industry experts.

Policy analysis and recommendations

Central Texas Human Trafficking Investigator
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20+ INSTITUTES OVER 300 JURISDICTIONS
California 
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Collective Liberty
may be just the
tool I have been

looking for.

AGENCIES
Federal Agencies: HSI (from multiple
field offices) • FBI • Department of
Justice • State Department

State Agencies: TABC • DPS • TDLR •
State police and troopers across
multiple states

Federal ECM Task Forces:
Los Angeles • Miami-Dade •
Philadelphia • Brooklyn • Riverside •
Las Vegas • San Bernardino • Chicago •
Fairfax, VA • Mississippi State •
Tarrant County, TX • Hawaii

IMPACT

COLLECTIVE LIBERTY IN THE MEDIA

Federal Prosecutor

info@CollectiveLiberty.org CollectiveLiberty.org @CollectLib




